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 CORE Shooting Solutions Expands Offerings as Authorized PROOF Research Dealer 

 

Baker, FL – CORE Shooting Solutions—one of the finest and most family friendly shooting/training 

facilities in the US, and a knowledgeable full-service firearms and firearms accessories retailer—is now 

an authorized dealer for high-quality PROOF Research carbon-fiber-wrapped barrels. PROOF Research, a 

science-based company located in Northwest Montana, is world renowned for designing and 

manufacturing precision carbon-fiber barrels that are a lighter alternative to traditional steel barrels 

while providing superior performance, extreme accuracy, and unprecedented barrel longevity.  

 

“We’re pumped to add PROOF barrels to our product offering and to be welcomed into their network of 

dealers,” said CORE Shooting Solutions Director of Marketing Mike Mangum. “To carry products from, 

and have a personal relationship with, an industry-leader like PROOF only enhances CORE’s reputation 

and the experience we offer our customers.” 

 

This “personal relationship” with PROOF is a result of PROOF Marketing Manager Chris Polley attending 

a training course at CORE’s facilities and experiencing the CORE difference firsthand. Polley, who’s been 

to his fair share of training courses, was duly impressed.  

 

“The advantage with CORE is that you are training in a world-class facility—with targets out to 1,000 

yards, movers, and even cars—from highly trained, qualified instructors who are also well-respected top 

competitors with a knack for clear, concise, ego-free training,” Polley said of his training experience.  

 

CORE’s cadre of top-tier instructors includes world-ranked competitive shooters, Special Operations 

Veterans, long-range shooting specialists, and even a rifle-builder/big-game hunter that provides 

unrivaled levels of real-world experience and expertise in the competitive and tactical worlds to its 

students. These world-class instructors, along with a broad range of course offerings and a deluxe 

facility that’s continually expanding its range options and layouts, have made CORE Shooting Solutions 

one of the premier training locations in the United States.  

 

In addition to its training courses, CORE also offers shooting-range memberships; the highest-quality 

firearms, parts, and accessories—now including PROOF barrels—sold through its full-service onsite pro 

shop and online website; and even hosts first-class national and regional shooting competitions for 

precision rifle, multi-gun, and various pistol disciplines for shooters of all levels, including the Accuracy 

International Long Range Classic, held at the company’s Baker facilities every spring. To learn more 

about CORE Shooting Solutions, the courses and products it offers, course schedules, instructor bios, or 

anything else, visit www.coreshooting.com, call 850-537-2718, or email info@coreshooting.com.  

 

About CORE Shooting Solutions 

Located in Baker, in Florida’s panhandle, CORE Shooting Solutions was created by four friends with a 

shared passion for the outdoors and all things shooting. Founded upon a set of “CORE” values and 

beliefs, the company provides firearms enthusiast with an unrivaled shooting experience and 



outstanding customer service not found anywhere else, making it the first-choice firearms and firearms 

accessories dealer for many and the “go-to” training location in the Southeastern United States.  

 

About PROOF Research, Inc. 

PROOF Research is a science-driven defense/aerospace company, based in Northwest Montana, 

committed to developing next-generation materials and composites to produce carbon fiber barrels and 

weapons systems that lighten warfighter load while increasing durability and effectiveness. PROOF 

Research’s goal is to make reduced weight, unsurpassed durability, and match-grade accuracy a reality 

for all of its customers. Headquartered in Columbia Falls, Montana, PROOF Research maintains sales and 

manufacturing centers in Montana and Dayton, Ohio. For more information, please visit the company’s 

website at www.proofresearch.com. 
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